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ABSTRACT 
It has been shown that a connection can be made between labeled trees and repre- 
sentations of cyclic permutations byassociating each edge (Xi, Xj) with a transposition 
t~s. The same association can be applied to labeled graphs. It is shown that each ele- 
ment of the alternating group of permutations on m elements i  representable by a 
product of transpositions a sociated with the edges of a complete graph of m vertices 
so long as the number of edges is even. 
It is the purpose of this note to extend the observations of Denes [1] 
concerning the correspondence b tween labeled trees and cycles to re- 
lations between labeled graphs and permutations. 
Let X = {xi} (1 < i < n) be a set of vertices and 
U - {uj : (x~j, x~j) --  (x i j ,  x~j)} (1 ~ j ~ m) 
be a set of edges so that (X, U) is a graph. 
Consider U to be an abstract alphabet. Denote by V, the set of all 
words in the letters u r U that contain each u at most once and denote 
W c V the set of all words that contain each u r U exactly once. Let 
n -- Card X, m -- Card U. 
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We define a mapping ~ from W into the symmetric group of perlnuta- 
tions S,~ on elements 1,2 ..... n by associating the transposition tj (ij, i / )  
with each u 5 = (x~j, xlj), the product ~ th ,  t i,, ... tj~ with each 
~,= u A ,u j~, . . .  u A. and the product i? t j~,ts~,.., tj,,~ with each 
W tAj~ ~ Uj2 ~ ...~ U jm . 
Clearly q~ maps each w into the odd or even permutations according as 
m is odd or even. 
We shall say the graph (X, U) "maps into the identity" if there is some 
w e W such that ~c(w) - V' is the identity element e,~ of S,~. 
We first present necessary conditions for a (connected) graph (X, U) 
to map into the identity. It is an open question whether these conditions 
are also sufficient. 
1. Card U := n is even. 
2. There exist a set of n closed paths, such that each xi may be asso- 
ciated with a particular closed path in which it is a vertex and no two 
vertices x~, x~ are associated with the same closed path. 
3. The sum of the lengths of these n paths is equal to or less than 2 m. 
4. Each edge is contained in two simple closed paths. 
REMARK 1. The complete graph of order 4, (X,~, U6), is the minimal 
graph mapping into the identity. 
PROOF: (a) Direct examination shows that no smaller graph satisfies 
the above conditions. (b) Further 
if. = (2, 3) (1, 4) (2, 4) (1, 3) (3, 4) (I, 2) ~-= (1) (2) (3) (4) e~. 
Note that the complete 4-graph is the only cubic graph mapping into the 
identity, since for every cubic graph each vertex must be associated with 
a closed path of length 3. 
LEMMA 1. I f  (X, U) maps into the identity then for ever)' (xi~, xl,) 
r U, there is some wsuch that ~'-- ~ ( i j , i / )  -e,~. 
PROOF: Since (X, U) maps into the identity then for some (x~k, xlk) 
i~-- ft. (i~,,iz.')--e,, 
(ix. , ik' ) 17~ 9 (iz. , i~') 2 = (ik, ik' ) /7 k == e,, 
= ~( i~,  i~') = e,~. 
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Since the number of transpositions in the word Oj are finite, the proof is 
immediate. 
CONSTRUCTION 1. For any graph (X, U) suppose (~?,xk)  c U, 
xvCX. Let X' = X • Xp , U' = U u(xp  , xj) u (x~ , xk). Then for 
every w c Wwith ~(w) = ~ there is a w' e W' such that (p'(w') = ~. (p). 
PROOF:  if,"--- ~71 9 ( j ,  k )  9 171; choose 
w' = vl(xp, :~5) (xj, x~.) (xp, xh.)v., 
so that 
if" ::= O~(j, k) (p)vz ~t(j, k )~(p)  = if, 9 (p). 
CONSTRUCTION 2. For any graph (X, U) suppose (x j ,xz: )e U; 
xv e X; (xp, xj), (x,), x~) r U. Let 
U' - U w (xp, xj) u (xp, xk). 
Then for every we W with ~(w)- -  ~, there i saw'c  W'suchthat  
qr = ~. The proof is a trivial modification of Construction 1. 
REMARK 2. It follows immediately from the fact that (X4, U6) maps 
into the identity and from Constructions 1 and 2 that every complete 
graph with Card U even maps into the identity. 
REMARK 2a. It also follows that, for any complete graph (X, U) 
with Card U odd, the set ~v(w) contains the subset (it, ij') for all i, i'. 
REMARK 3. These constructions are insufficient to generate all graphs 
mapping into the identity. For example: 
CONSTRUCTION 3. If (X, U) maps into the identity and (x j ,  xk) e U, 
then ~tx,~ E X such that (xk,  xm) ~ U and 
(Y u x~, [U - (x j ,  xz-)] u (x~,, x~) u (xp, xz.) w (x~, x,,)) 
maps into the identity. 
PROOF: There is some w = v2. (xk,  x ,~) .v l .  (x j ,  xk) such that 
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e,,. This follows from Lemma 1. Further a.~sume that (.v;,.%,) 
is the last letter in w containing .v;.. Consider 
w' ;'~(x~ , x, , )  (.~;~ , x,,)~,~(.v;,, x~.) (A),, <2 
so that 
if" ::: ~2(k, m) (p, m)f71(p, k)(p, .i) 
but (k, m) (p, m) == (p ,k ) (k ,m)  and (p ,k ) (p , j )  ( j , k ) (p ,k )  so 
that 
fr,": O2(p, k) (k, IH)~I(.] , k) (p, k). 
However g a contains no transposition involving either p or k so that 
O~(p, k) = (p, k)~52. 
fr" == (p, k)O2(k, m)i~x(j, k) (p, k) 
F2(k, m)/7~(p) := e,(p) e,~, . 
REMARK 4. Successive iterative applications of Constructions 3 and 1 
to [)d~, U,] will generate the set of all wheels: 
X:= {X1, .V 2 . . . . .  V k}, 
U" {(X I , X2) , (.;t*l, N3) . . . . .  (N 1 , .~.'(.), (X2,  X3) , (X3,  X4) , ...,(X]~., .V2)}, 
k~4 
Clearly, every wheel maps into the identity. 
REMARK 5. The conjecture that this identity mapping property is 
exhibited only by graphs in which each vertex is contained in some path 
of length -- 3 is incorrect. In fact the graph illustrated below contains 
no path of length 3 but can be shown to map into the identity. (It is 
the graph of a cube with opposite corners connected.) This graph is the 
minimal bichromatic graph mapping into the identity. 
X - (.vl, x2, x3, :v~, .v~, x6, .v7, .%), 
U [(X I , X2)(X1 , X4)(.~l , .'(5)(X1 , X7)(X2 , X3)(X2 , XB)(X2 , 28) 
(.r~ , x~)(x3,  xs l (x3 , xT)(x4 , .x~)(x4 , x~)(x~ , x~l(xs , x~) 
( .r , ,  xO(x~,  xs)], 
f~ == (5, 6)(7, 8)(6, 7)(4, 8)(3, 5)(3, 4)(5,8)(2, 6)(2, 8)(4, 6)(1, 7) 
(3, 7)(2,3)(1, 5)(1,4)(1, 2) -- es. 
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THEOREM. (A) Given a complete graph (X, U) with Card U even then 
q; maps W onto the alternating roup A , .  (B) If Card U is odd then 
~(W) is the coset S,, / A,,. 
Certain additional constructions are needed for the proof. 
CONSTRUCTION 4. Given a star tree 
S - -  (?(, U),  X = {Xl ,  x2, . . . ,  x ,1 ) ,  
U - -  {(X l ,  x2) (X l ,  N3) " ' *  (X , ,  X/~)}. 
For every w e W, ~0(w) -- ~ there is some IX, U'], U' --  U W (x j ,  xt,.) 
<2 (xk, x~), and some w' e W', such that ~ = ~'. 
PROOF : Let 
Let 
= if(i, j) (i, k) (i, p) = if(i, p, k, j). 
w' - v (x j  , xk)  (x~ , x j )  (x i  , xk)  (x  i ,  x , )  (x~. , x~), 
~.' --- ~(], k )  (i, j )  (i, k )  (i, p)  (k, p )  = P(i, p, k, .]) - -  ~. 
CONSTRUCTION 5. Given (X1, Ua) and (X2, U2) disjoint, q~(wl) ----- w1 
and (p(w2) -- fv2. Suppose (xi j ,  xil:) ~ U I ,  x2,,~ ~ )(2. Then for [X, U], 
X = X1 L) )(2, U = U1 W U2 u (x~j, x2,,~) u (x~,  x,2,,), there is some 
w such that i~ = W2Wl 9 
PROOF: if;1 .... Vll(.J, k)~12, 
wt '=  gl~(.], k)g12(m) by Construction 1, 
and 
so that 
ff, z ' (m) = i~2, 
W2 t W 1 ---- ~-~--- W2WI .  
PROOF OF THEOREM: Consider some a, ~ A,~. It is a product of  cycles, 
say 
(a l ,  a2 . . . . .  (~j) . . .  (~. . . . . .  a,,). 
To each cycle associate a star tree 
Sl = (& ,  u1), x l  = {x~,, xo~ . . . . .  x~,,). 
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It was shown previously [2] that there is some wq ['or which ~q : (~1 , %,  
.... a j). 
Now by Construction 4 each star can be completed to a wheel, or a 
wheel with at most one edge missing. By Construction 2, edges can 
be adjoined pairwise to complete the graph with at most one edge missing. 
By Construction 5 these graphs can be adjoined into a graph with 
Card X = n. Finally by Construction 2 edges can be adjoined pairwise 
to complete the graph if Card U is even, or complete the graph except 
for one edge if Card U is odd. Each such construction leaves if' i~ ,  
i~2, ..., ff'~ :- a,, unchanged. 
This completes the proof. 
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